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KEY POINTS
→ Although India lacks a flagship initiative like China’s
BRI, its extensive outreach is seeing it emerge as a key
player in the Indo-Pacific infrastructure marketplace
→ To become a credible provider, India must improve
the quality of its engagement and tap into its bilateral and
minilateral infrastructure partnerships
→ While its neighbourhood is a mainstay of India’s
infrastructure diplomacy, global leadership through
new multilateral development banks and multilateral
coalitions is a growing hallmark
→ Power competition with China is a primary driver of
India’s emerging infrastructure push in the maritime and
digital spaces
→ India’s own domestic needs are a key focus of its
infrastructure cooperation

The global infrastructure
marketplace is heating up, as
old and new actors re-energise
and expand their activity amidst
a contest for power in the IndoPacific. As this competition
ensues, India can position itself as
a credible infrastructure provider
by capturing greater space and
becoming more competitive to
meet regional demand, estimated
at $26 trillion by 2030. In so doing,
it will help level the proliferated
and contested playing field.
While India lacks a flagship
initiative like China’s Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), its
infrastructure diplomacy is
broad in scope even if limited
in scale. It spans across
multiple infrastructure sectors,
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is extensive in outreach, and covers multiple regions through bilateral and multilateral
mechanisms. It is further buttressed by participation in several infrastructure partnerships
with like-minded countries, such as under the Quad and with Japan.
Underlying this expanding engagement is political will at the highest levels, given that it is
motivated by increasing Chinese ingress into its traditional sphere of influence; its economic
and development needs; a consensus around comprehensive connectivity to promote growth
given fractured globalisation; and now the pursuit of secure, resilient supply chains.
Specifically, five key ‘levers’ of India’s push can be identified, which materialise through its
various foreign policy engagements. Political momentum should seek to improve conditions
of India’s delivery and outcomes of its diplomacy, including by tapping into its bilateral and
minilateral infrastructure partnerships, to strengthen its credentials as a provider particularly
in the Indo-Pacific.
Even though COVID-19 may delay a full realisation of its infrastructure outreach, these five
levers raise the potential for India as a growing power with leadership ambitions to play an
agenda-setting role in a geopolitically contested and commercially competitive 21st century
infrastructure marketplace.

India’s infrastructure participation promotes multipolarity amidst
intensifying US-China rivalry, and increases momentum on quality,
people-centric, sustainable, and resilient infrastructure.

India’s infrastructure diplomacy is tied to its development cooperation
India’s development cooperation has grown significantly since the turn of the century,
materialising through grants and loans (about $8.5 billion between 2008 and 2021) as well
as lines of credit (LOC; totalling about $30 billion).1 Importantly, its development assistance
yields more output per rupee than the equivalent per dollar from traditional Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) donors, such as Australia and Canada, while
also being comparable to large European donors such as Norway.2
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Infrastructure is a key target of India’s development cooperation. It has financed and built
transportation, energy, and social infrastructure across Asia, Africa, Latin America, the
Caribbean, and the Pacific. Of note are the small development projects it has traditionally
implemented in its neighbourhood and has now initiated in Indian Ocean, Mekong Ganga, and
Pacific island states.
These quick and high-impact community projects include social and economic infrastructure
in rural and urban areas, and are particularly popular because they meet immediate needs
while assuaging concerns in smaller countries about India’s intent.
To become more competitive in delivering overseas development finance, India must better
strategise its development assistance beyond being premised on equality, mutual benefit, and
non-interference. It must also streamline its bureaucratic architecture to improve delivery of
committed projects and utilisation of its LOCs.
It has been suggested that New Delhi shift from solely need- and demand-driven assistance
towards a vision seeking to fulfil broader objectives in line with its growing ambitions.3
Said aims should include promoting quality, people-centric, sustainable, and resilient
infrastructure.

A more strategic development cooperation agenda can advance
India’s infrastructure push through its economic diplomacy, while
also allowing for better partnering opportunities.
Already, India’s traditional hesitancy towards triangular cooperation has given way to a greater
degree of pragmatism.4 Since 2015, India has endorsed cooperation in third countries with
multiple partners, although cooperation on infrastructure has been limited thus far. The IndiaEU connectivity partnership calls for engagement on this front and is a welcome step.
Greater information exchange5 and coordination between a more coherent Indian development
cooperation architecture, aid agencies and development banks of partner countries (such as
the US Development Finance Corporation), could reveal financial, technical and ‘brokering’
synergies that benefit infrastructure creation in countries of common interest in the IndoPacific. For example, linking an Indian LOC to technical expertise or training provided by a
partner country (e.g., the US through its Infrastructure Transaction and Assistance Network).

India’s infrastructure diplomacy is grounded in its neighbourhood
South Asia and Africa are the largest focus regions of India’s development cooperation, with
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Mauritius, Nepal, and Sri Lanka receiving the biggest shares.
A primary focus of this cooperation is again infrastructure, rolled out under its broader
connectivity agenda through the Neighbourhood First and Act East policies.
Not only is India developing infrastructure in its neighbouring countries, it is also building
physical connectivity through cross-border roads and railways, pipelines and electricity
transmission lines, inland water routes and optical fibre connections.
Bilateral cooperation and sub-regional integration has seen renewed vigour under the Modi
government, with several projects being completed (e.g., South Asia’s first cross-border oil
pipeline) and new ones announced (e.g., the Greater Malé Connectivity Project). Momentum

is also visible under the Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic
Cooperation (BIMSTEC). After a decade of discussion, it is finally ready to launch a transport
connectivity master plan, and India is setting up a nodal energy centre to materialise subregional grid interconnection.

Success in India’s immediate neighbourhood is the litmus test for
its infrastructure diplomacy.
Greater transparency and a more dedicated focus on delivery guide India’s approach
today. Better awareness and harmonisation of regulatory frameworks, and implementing
environmental and social impact assessment could help improve conditions on the ground.
India is also increasingly pushing a collective approach towards development. Advancing
complementarities in demand and supply to build shared infrastructure, such as in the energy
sector,8 should increase India’s attractiveness as an infrastructure partner.
Again, emerging infrastructure cooperation in South Asia with partners such as the US, Japan,
and the EU can expand and improve India’s footprint. As it co-opts into various infrastructure
groupings – which are importantly seeking to mobilise private and institutional finance – it
can advance BIMSTEC and other sub-regional projects as potentially bankable opportunities
to accelerate their progress. It can also explore coordination under partner country initiatives,
such as Australia’s South Asia Regional Infrastructure Connectivity initiative.

India’s infrastructure diplomacy is being strengthened by global initiatives
India is also expanding its profile as an infrastructure provider on the international stage.
Firstly, it is demonstrating leadership through its involvement in new, infrastructure-focused
multilateral development banks (MDBs). New Delhi led the creation of the New Development
Bank under the Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) grouping. The NDB is
now expanding its membership, recently inducting Bangladesh, the United Arab Emirates
and Uruguay. India is also a founding member and the second-largest shareholder in the
Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank. Their combined portfolio of committed financing, as of
September 2021, is close to $60 billion.
Secondly, India has shown conceptual
leadership and convening ability by
launching the International Solar
Alliance (ISA) jointly with France in
2015, and the Coalition for Disaster
Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI) in 2019.
India is leveraging its competence in
solar capacity at home and experience
in disaster relief to position itself in the
global marketplace as a provider and
norm entrepreneur of sustainable and
resilient infrastructure in a time of a
global climate crisis.
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Multiple challenges have adversely affected delivery, however. While domestic politics
often stall Indian-led infrastructure projects, such as in Nepal and Sri Lanka, practical
considerations also play their part. For example, bureaucratic delays, challenging work
conditions, and an uncertain security situation has adversely affected progress on the IndiaMyanmar Kaladan Multi-Modal Transit Transport Project, now seven years past its initial
deadline.6 Progress on soft infrastructure lags behind hard infrastructure development,
jeopardising rational infrastructure development. The India-Myanmar-Thailand trilateral
highway, for example, faces questions of economic benefit given limited industrial linkages
between South and Southeast Asia.7
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The ISA aims to unlock $1 trillion towards 1,000 GW solar deployment in solar-rich countries
this decade, including through infrastructure such as solar parks and grids. Providing further
momentum, Modi’s proposed One Sun One World One Grid initiative and a World Solar Bank
are expected to be launched at the climate summit in November. For one, the platform offers
Indian companies an opportunity to build a presence abroad and further their competence
in clean energy infrastructure. For instance, its largest power generator, NTPC, has signed
an MoU to implement solar projects in 47 member countries. Moreover, as membership
increases – more European countries are ratifying, the US is expected to join, and India
is wooing Southeast Asia9 – its bilateral climate and energy diplomacy can also promote
infrastructure outreach under the ISA.
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The complementary CDRI is a multi-stakeholder knowledge and capacity-building partnership
promoting resilient infrastructure systems in the face of rising severity and frequency of
climate disasters. India should leverage its infrastructure partnerships, such as with G7’s
proposed Build Back Better World Partnership, for further institutionalisation.
For example, the US committed $9.2 million in financing in March, and Japan brings to the
table valuable expertise in disaster management and reconstruction. The Quad proposal to
provide technical assistance through this coalition to small island developing nations is a
welcome step. Notably, the CDRI is planning to formulate new standards to promote resilience
across the entire lifecycle of an infrastructure asset. India should pursue coordination with an
eventually functional Blue Dot Network for wider adoption of said standards.

India’s infrastructure diplomacy is emerging in new geopolitical theatres and
security spaces
Power competition, driven by security concerns, is amplifying India’s infrastructure
engagement in the Indian Ocean Region (IOR), the Arctic, and the digital space.
Maritime security infrastructure is a key part of India’s bid to project power in its strategic
backyard under the Security and Growth For All in the Region (SAGAR) initiative. India
is establishing coastal surveillance radar stations in IOR littoral states; building port
infrastructure at the strategic Agalega Island in Mauritius; and developing its first deepsea port at Sabang in Indonesia, to which it has been granted military access. It is also
collaborating with Japan to develop infrastructure in its own strategic Andaman and
Nicobar Islands.
On the other hand, India has had poor luck in developing commercial maritime infrastructure
in the IOR. China’s involvement at the Gwadar port provoked New Delhi to step up its own
engagement at the Chabahar port next door in Iran, but it continues to face an uncertain
future, most recently because of the Taliban takeover in Afghanistan. India’s interest in
developing the Bangladeshi Payra or Myanmar’s Dawei ports yielded no result; instead,
it today faces encirclement in its maritime neighbourhood through 17 port projects being
financed and built by China.10

As India improves its security footprint in the region, maritime
security infrastructure will be a key focus.
However, realising the IOR’s potential as a centre for growth in the Indo-Pacific necessitates
equal attention to cargo ports and land-side infrastructure. With India upgrading its own port
and coastal infrastructure, it should seize the opportunity to deliver on the aspirations of
littoral Indian Ocean states to build transshipment capacity, for example through digitisation.
The recently signed agreement by India’s largest port operator and developer to build and run
the West Coast Terminal at Sri Lanka’s Colombo port could be a turning point.
Much further north, the Arctic is becoming another strategic hotspot as the ice melts. Arctic
and non-Arctic states are stepping up their engagement, and India has signalled its intention
to join the fray by releasing a draft Arctic policy11 in January this year for public comment.

The presence of hydrocarbons and the potential of transshipment could see India’s
infrastructure diplomacy reach the Arctic. This summer, a pilot shipment made its way from
Helsinki to Mumbai through the International North-South Transport Corridor, leaving the
door open to explore connecting the transport corridor to the Arctic.12 Moreover, India is
investing in the Russian Far East and Arctic, and is in conversation with Moscow to cooperate
on transport and logistics to facilitate access to Arctic energy resources. Any potential
involvement is of course subject to several considerations, but China’s advancement of a Polar
Silk Road and intensifying energy cooperation with Russia imperils India’s sense of security if
it remains absent from the region.

India’s existing capacity as a provider of the network and equipment hardware necessary for
much of the digital infrastructure that will propel economies in the coming years
(e.g., payment systems, cloud, Internet of Things) is limited.14 But there are at least two areas
where it could potentially position itself.
First, as Indian “digital champions” rise – for example, Reliance Jio is developing a 5G network
at home, as well as building an India-centric submarine cable system – they will seek to
export their experience and expertise. Indeed, Indian private telecom providers already have
a presence abroad, such as in Africa, where they are tying up with hardware suppliers to
upgrade networks in host countries.15
Second, India’s outreach will likely focus on digital public infrastructure, such as its digital
identity program and digital payment system. These have already attracted interest from
many countries. Notably, India and Japan have signed a partnership to explore business
collaboration on providing digital infrastructure in third countries in Asia and Africa.16

India’s infrastructure diplomacy begins at home
India needs to invest $1.4 trillion in infrastructure between 2020 and 2025 to become
a $5 trillion economy this decade.17 It is wooing overseas finance as it accelerates
infrastructure spending.
The government has identified over 8,000 social and economic projects under its National
Infrastructure pipeline,18 which is open to foreign investment. India’s first-ever infrastructurespecific investment fund has seen commitments from the UK and US and institutional
investors in Australia, Canada, Italy, and UAE.19 Notably, emerging infrastructure and
connectivity partnerships between India and like-minded countries prioritise cooperating
within India. Japan, for instance, is already heavily involved in building key transportation and
urban development projects. Other existing and potential partner countries and actors include
Singapore, South Korea, Denmark, and EU’s European Investment Bank (EIB).
Confidence remains high as India continues to implement economic reforms, such as to its
labour laws and foreign investment rules. But it needs to deliver more, and faster, on more
onerous obstacles, such as land, as well as simplify its regulatory regime. India also needs to
facilitate business and industry linkages for greater private and institutional investment into
its infrastructure sector.
To position itself as a credible provider in an increasingly busy infrastructure marketplace,
India’s outreach will ultimately be powered by example and experience. Its public and
private companies, suppliers, and financiers have further opportunity to strengthen
competitiveness under the domestic infrastructure push, including through cooperation with
external partners who bring to the table finance, technology, and expertise. Indeed, joint
collaboration within India also opens the door to engaging in third countries, just as India’s
own bolstered capabilities mean better competence that it can export abroad under its
infrastructure diplomacy.
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A third area of its emerging infrastructure diplomacy is in the information and
communications technology (ICT) and digital sectors. India is pursuing cooperation with a
number of like-minded countries13 on digital technology, infrastructure, and standards amidst
Chinese dominance as it pursues its Digital Silk Road.
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